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A SEEMINGLY UNHAPPY FACEBOOK VIEWER OF THIS WEBSITE'S FACEBOOK PAGE
Written By Gregory Bruce - Editor Grant County ND News Dot Com
June 22, 2015

RICKY RONAE HOCHHALTER WROTE - Looks to me like work is being done on the right side those cuts
look like scraper cuts. Maybe this should be looked into a little better before posting everything
negative.
My reply - I did not write the review...a camper at Lake Tschida wrote it.
It is public information and thus can be written about and Facebook is still nothing more than a venue
to drive tra ic.
Mostly it is nothing more than gossip.
Those who do not like what is posted here can simply not come here any longer and make their
comments.
I will leave this comment for Grant County residents to read and decide. My page...I write what I
want...Don't like it...Tell me about it and let others read your comments.
Those who get nasty or use filthy language get banned but those who disagree tastefully get to stay.
I do realize there are some people who do not like the recall initiative but that is their right.

ADDENDUM - I also write about, editorialize and photograph and film ordinary decent activities such as
New Leipzig's Oktoberfest and Grant County's county fair.
I also volunteer with many activities in the town I live in (New Leipzig) such as the fire department, the
cell phone dispatch system for New Leipzig's Volunteer Fire Department and Ambulance Squad,
helping each week to unload the delivery truck at New Leipzig's Star Grocery store and delivering
meals on wheels occasionally. I also designed and maintain New Leipzig's website at no charge as my
support for the town I live in.
I have family in Hettinger and Stark counties and thus have the right to say what I think is wrong with
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this county.
So far have I been one of a few men to stand up with the Mayor of Leith and a Leith City Councilman
against the tyranny of the NAZIS trying to take over Leith as well as exposing corrupt politicians and
their actions with tax payer money.
SO...WHAT THE HELL HAVE THE REST OF THE CITIZENS OF GRANT COUNTY DONE?
As an outsider I can see the secrets of those who are committing immoral actions.
Elgin had a police chief who was convicted of raping his underage step-daughter.
We now have a man in Carson who has been charged with possession of multiple items of CHILD
PORNOGRAPHY.
We have two other men who are brothers who live in or around the town of Carson who are in jail
awaiting trial for more drug charges and burglary and have been in and out of prison multiple times.
I could go on and on but I get nauseous just thinking about what to write or photograph or film next.
Like I told the NAZI CRAIG COBB and all of his NAZI cronies...I live in New Leipzig so come look me up
and I will show you some hospitality you won't soon forget!
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